On the field
with social sciences and humanities participatory research
Examples of community engagement from the COESO project

Replicable approaches
- workshop models with inhabitants to inform public policies (P1)
- pedagogical methodology bridging body knowledge and cognitive knowledge (P2)
- enhancement of a professional practice (solutions journalism) with SSH fieldwork methodologies (P3)
- development of common investigative IT tools reusable by both journalists and researchers, and a sustainable framework for sharing sensitive data (P4)
- contribution to transatlantic dialogue on migration through unveiling and transcribing historical sources (P5)
- co-designed approaches with vulnerable groups, such as people with cognitive disabilities (P6) or elders (P7)
- capacity building activities with and for a village community in Tanzania (P8)
- use of play to access community collective intelligence on a societal challenge (P9)
- co-designed methodology for health monitoring with the concerned group that is inclusive and non-stigmatising (P10)

Some inspirations from their experiences

Mass tourism’s impact on urban communities
- Pilot 1 - #TourismObservatory
  Anthropology + Environmental NGO

Dancing philosophy: desire through dance and philosophy
- Pilot 2 - #DancingPhilosophy
  Philosophy + Dance/Choreography

Social impacts of redistributing property confiscated from the mafia
- Pilot 3 - #SolutionJournalism
  Political Science + Journalism

Co-designing the future of a caring service with the AgeRidge toolkit (P7)

Mass tourism’s impact on urban communities
- Pilot 1 - #TourismObservatory
  Anthropology + Environmental NGO

Dancing philosophy: desire through dance and philosophy
- Pilot 2 - #DancingPhilosophy
  Philosophy + Dance/Choreography

Social impacts of redistributing property confiscated from the mafia
- Pilot 3 - #SolutionJournalism
  Political Science + Journalism

Engaging and playful community training (P9)

Co-designing the future of a caring service with the AgeRidge toolkit (P7)

Digital mapping with disabled citizens
- Pilot 6 - #AccessibleMapping
  Geo-Info/Community Health + NPO

Aging in a caring community
- Pilot 7 - #AGORAge
  Anthropology + Senior co-housing

Women water watch
- Pilot 8 - #WomenWATERwatch
  Development Studies + Tanzanian NGO

Growing migrant knowledge: contemporary and historical perspectives
- Pilot 5 - #MigrantKnowledge
  History + Migration policy making

Playful Futures
- Pilot 9 - #PlayfulFutures
  Anthropology + Community NGO

Lunch-box-monitor
- Pilot 10 - #LunchBoxMonitor
  Economics + Public Health Agency + Sustainability NGO + social enterprise

ASK US
- How did pilots members co-develop their diverse engagement strategies to actively involve other citizens in their research?
- How do COESO pilots communicate about research to diverse target audiences and why this is important?
- How does inter-professional collaboration pave the way for new practices within professions and academic disciplines?

FOLLOW US
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